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By NORA HOWE

One year since the onset of COVID-19, the mass exodus to the suburbs continues to benefit luxury real estate markets
outside of New York City.

A substantially larger buyer pool paired with declining inventory contributed to a consistent rise in luxury real estate
since last summer, according to Houlihan Lawrence's Q1 2021 Luxury Market report. Increased buyer demand
during the late fall and early winter holiday period generated the agency's strongest first quarter of closed luxury
sales in ten years.

"The increase in buyers is attributable to people both needing and wanting more space now that working remotely is
likely to stay," said Gay Prizio, director of luxury marketing for Houlihan Lawrence Private Brokerage, Bedford, NY.
"Buyers also want amenities, so homes with pools, outdoor spaces and gardens are highly desirable in this post-
COVID world.

"The decline in inventory is a function of active listings being absorbed more quickly and the increase in sales," he
said. "Additionally, many sellers who would likely have put their homes on the market are staying put."

North of New York
With so many buyers competing for a limited number of luxury homes, well-priced listings are being quickly
absorbed, many with multiple offers, especially those in the lower end of the market.

Anthony Cutugno, senior vice president of Houlihan Lawrence, suggests that listings sitting on the market are being
overlooked because buyers reject the prices. He claims that when the price is adjusted to align with market values,
buyers respond positively.

In Westchester, NY, luxury sales of $2 million and higher skyrocketed during Q1 with a 54 percent increase in homes
sold and a $123 million increase in total dollar volume, compared to Q1 2020.
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Home on the market in Pound Ridge, NY. Image courtesy of Houlihan Lawrence

Putnam and Dutchess counties, NY, with luxury sales of $1 million and higher, saw a 33 percent increase in homes
sold. Additionally, these counties saw their median sale price rise 34 percent and total dollar volume grow by over
400 percent year-over-year.

According to Houlihan Lawrence, these properties are increasingly on the radar of NYC buyers who are gravitating
to the Hudson Valley for its rural charm and relative value.

"NYC buyers drove our markets, as they sought to move to less densely populated areas," Mr. Prizio said. "There was
also the acceleration factor as many NYC buyers were planning to move within the next two to three years, and the
pandemic pushed up their timeline."

Greenwich, CT saw a 38 percent increase in sales in luxury homes over $3 million, cutting its days on market
average in nearly half. Darien, New Canaan and Rowayton posted gains up to a $5 million price point.

The ultra-luxury segment, $5 million and higher, was the only price bracket to have more inventory post-COVID-19
than pre-COVID-19.

The report suggested that, with a wide selection of homes to choose from, these buyers are motivated by desire, not
need, and tend to be highly selective about their purchase, unaffected by current market dynamics.

According to Houlihan Lawrence's Q1 results, the top New York luxury markets are Southern Westchester and
Rhinebeck. The top Connecticut luxury markets are Westport and New Canaan, although a $45 million estate in Back
Country was the highest sale in Q1.

Home offices  have become increas ingly popular demands  among luxury real es tate buyers . Image courtesy of Houlihan Lawrence

Houlihan Lawrence feels confident that the market will remain solid throughout the upcoming summer months, due
to a positive trajectory in potential sales and low days on market rate.

"Pending sales are up, showing activity is strong and the stock market is equally buoyant, all of which bode well for
the luxury real estate market for the next several months," Ms. Prizio said.

Seeking more
As the pandemic restricted most people to the confines of their homes for extended periods of time, homeowners
and renters have shifted what they prioritize in their own spaces. Outdoor space and more amenities seem to be top
of mind.
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According to a report from real estate brokerage Serhant, almost a quarter of New York homes under contract have a
private outdoor space. The demand for apartments with outdoor space is greatly outpacing the broader market, as
New York begins to reflect the national luxury real estate market.

From Jan. 1 through March 8, 24.3 percent of homes under contract in Manhattan, Brooklyn and Long Island City
have private outdoor space. This is up from 21.2 percent during the same period in 2020 (see story).

The dividing of homes into defined areas such as quiet and private spaces, work zones and educational and
communal areas is also on the rise, according to panelists at Luxury Daily's State of Luxury Real Estate virtual
conference on Jan. 14.

As the idea of wellness evolves and relaxation takes precedence, apartment residents are becoming particularly
vocal about amenities. More apartment residents are seeking buildings that provide quiet and private spaces,
saunas, pools, rooftop gyms, steam rooms and year-round access to outdoor areas (see story).
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